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11 Security Features to Protect Your Checks From Fraud
Numerous check security features are available. The more 
features which are embedded, the more robust they are 
against tampering and counterfeing. Learn about ASAP’s 
check fraud prevent features below.

ORDER AT
www.asapchecks.com

1. True Watermark
Immediately apparent when you hold the paper up to light. 
This cannot be reproduced by color copier, scanner or printer.

2. Void Pantograph
Some photocopies and scans will show VOID in large leers
(included in our Security designs).

3. Chemical Protection3. Chemical Protection
Brown stains and black dye appear when chemicals are used to 
remove/alter the check.

4. Toner Lock
If you print checks using a laser printer, the toner can be 
removed from the check very easily, allowing the payee, amount, removed from the check very easily, allowing the payee, amount, 
etc. to be altered. Unless the check paper is treated with a 
"toner-fusing" coang such as ASAP Checks uses.

5. Invisible Fibers
These will glow under black light, something that cannot 
be reproduced.

6. Microprinting
The thin line under the border is actually text that is so ny The thin line under the border is actually text that is so ny 
that it cannot be reproduced by copiers, scanners and printers.

7. Padlock
We are licensed by the CPSA to use this symbol, confirming 
inclusion of security features they recommend

8. Tracing Code
Each me we run a batch of check paper, a unique code is 
included on each page of that batch. This allows us to work 
with law enforcement to narrow down who may have made a with law enforcement to narrow down who may have made a 
fraudulent purchase.

9. Partial Features
Alerts tellers or recipients some of the security features that 
can be used to verify that the check is an original (some 
features are intenonally not menoned to surprise a crook).

10. Stub/Voucher Text
Prevents a crook from ge ng a hold of a blank voucher/stub Prevents a crook from ge ng a hold of a blank voucher/stub 
and using it to counterfeit a check.

11. TouchGuard™
The fingerprint image fades when you rub it or breathe on it, 
and reappears slowly aer you stop.

You can protect 
yourself from check 
fraud in a number 
of ways.
Download your 
free copy of 
‘The Ulmate Check ‘The Ulmate Check 
Fraud Prevenon 
Tip Sheet.’

How much are 
you at risk? 
Click here to get a  
copy of  ASAP’s
‘State of Check ‘State of Check 
Fraud Report.’

www.asapchecks.com/
check-fraud-prevenon
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